
Energy Management 
and Home Automation

Control Your Home From Anywhere
 

With our suite of emPowerTM Energy Management and Home Automation services, powered by Alarm.com, 

you can remotely adjust your lights, locks and thermostats, plus set energy saving Smart SchedulesTM to fit your 

lifestyle.  Alarm.com can help you stop wasting energy and start taking control of your energy bills.

�� Reduce energy usage without compromising your lifestyle

�� Customizable light and thermostat schedules adjust to your lifestyle

��    Energy-saving templates help reduce your energy bills

��  Remote locking and unlocking, plus unique user codes

��  Mobile apps let you remotely control your home’s critical systems

��  Smart Schedules learn your activity patterns so you can make smarter energy decisions 

�� Text and email alerts let you know when your thermostat settings change
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emPowerTM Suite  
of Services
Lights
With Alarm.com you can remotely turn your lights on or off,  

have them come on automatically when you walk in the door  

or set a schedule to make it look like someone is home even  

when you’re not.

Locks 
With Alarm.com, you can check in to make sure the doors are  

locked and even lock the front door from your mobile device  

if you forgot. Alarm.com keeps your home more secure and lets  

you track everyone who comes and goes.

Thermostats
Remotely adjust your thermostat via the Web or Alarm.com’s  

free mobile app and set automatic thermostat schedules so  

you save money.

Extreme Temps
When extremely hot or cold weather rolls through, have your  

security system automatically adjust the temperature to help  

you stay comfortable and reduce energy waste. 

Smart Schedules
Your Alarm.com powered system learns your home’s unique  

activity patterns and makes specific recommendations to  

help maximize your energy savings.

Protection. Awareness.  
Peace of Mind. 
��Interactive Home Security

�� Dedicated Wireless System Monitoring

�� Mobile Apps for Smartphones and Tablets

�� Energy-Saving Smart Schedules

���Remote Light, Lock and Thermostat Control

�� Automated Extreme Temperature Management

It’s all connected
One of the key benefits of using energy management and 

home automation services from Alarm.com is the integration 

with your security system. 

The connection between your energy management tools 

and your Alarm.com powered security system allows you to 

automatically adjust your lights and thermostats in addition 

to scheduling your lights to turn on or off based on alarm, 

arming, or sensor activity triggers.
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